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These proceedings presents the results of 18th Conference on Plasma-Surface Interactions (PSI 2015, 5-6 
February 2015) and the 1st Conference on Plasma and Laser Research and Technologies (PLRT 2015, 18-20 
February 2015) held in National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics Institute) and 
organized by the center of excellence “Plasma and Laser Research and Technologies” of MEPhI. 
The new PLRT conference was organized on the base of several separate topical annual workshops hold by 
MEPhI for many years. It consisted of one plenary section and three sections on specific topics covering PLRT 
scientific activity («Plasma physics and controlled fusion», «Modern problems of solid state physics, functional 
materials and nanosystems», «Laser physics»). The aim of the conference was to give an opportunity to participants 
to present and discuss their results to a wide audience with different areas of expertise. The important feature of the 
conference was to give PhD and undergraduate students the opportunity for approbation of results of their scientific 
activity and improve their knowledge in the novel directions of R&D in the field of plasma, laser and solid state 
physics and technologies. 
The PSI conference is also traditional, organized by MEPhI for many years and it covers all aspects of plasma-
surface interaction related to thermonuclear fusion and plasma technologies. Its annual format allows accelerating 
data, ideas and findings exchange on this very important topic.   
 More than 200 experienced and young researchers participated in the conferences. The agenda of these 
conferences included review, invited talks, oral presentation, and poster sessions. The plenary section and invited 
talks were also available via internet over the world.  
These Proceedings contain both invited and contributed papers. The papers are arranged by sections. 
We would like to thank all people and institutions who participated in organization of the conferences, 
preparation of these proceedings and all participants of the conferences! 
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